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LAI International – New York Successfully Passes Nadcap Accreditation for Welding
Nadcap recognizes LAI New York for commitment to continual improvement in aerospace quality
TEMPE, AZ, May 1, 2018 -- LAI International – New York announces that it has passed its audit for Nadcap
accreditation for Welding.
This accreditation reflects LAI’s commitment to meeting the high standards for this specialty area within
manufacturing. LAI has a commitment to providing our Customers within the Aerospace, Power Generation,
Medical and Oil and Gas market segments with solid process discipline to achieve the demands that our Customers
expect.
LAI International will receive Nadcap accreditation for demonstrating their ongoing commitment to quality by
satisfying customer requirements and industry specifications.
“Achieving Nadcap accreditation is not easy: it is one of the ways in which the aerospace industry identifies those
who excel at manufacturing quality product through superior special processes. Companies such as LAI
International work hard to obtain this status and they should be justifiably proud of it,” said Joe Pinto, Executive
Vice President and Chief Operating Officer at the Performance Review Institute. “PRI is proud to support continual
improvement in the aerospace industry by helping companies such as LAI International be successful and we look
forward to continuing to assist the industry moving forward.”
ABOUT LAI INTERNATIONAL:
LAI International is a premier provider of highly-engineered, mission-critical components for industries including
Aerospace, Defense, Energy, Industrial and Medical. LAI helps OEMs meet production goals by delivering high
quality complex components on time, every time, at the right value. A culture of innovation, exceptional
engineering, optimized processes and cutting-edge technology differentiate LAI from the traditional manufacturing
and supply-chain model, as demonstrated by becoming the world’s first NADCAP certified additive manufacturer.
As a true strategic partner, LAI is focused on solving tomorrow’s complex component manufacturing problems
today. For more information, please visit http://www.laico.com/.
ABOUT NADCAP:
Created in 1990 by SAE Inc., Nadcap is administered by the not-for-profit Performance Review Institute. PRI is a
global provider of customer-focused solutions designed to improve process and product quality by adding value,
reducing total cost and promoting collaboration among stakeholders in industries where safety and quality are
shared goals. PRI works closely with industry to understand their emerging needs and offers customized solutions
in response. Learn more at www.p-r-i.org or contact PRI at PRI@p-r-i.org.
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